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Kaito Hinata

Kaito Hinata
Kaito Hinata is a player character played by Sageshooter.
Kaito Hinata

Species & Gender: Female Nekovalkyrja (Type 33A)
Date of Birth:
30日 5月 YE 35
Organization:
Star Army of Yamatai
Occupation:
Star Army Infantry
Rank:
Nitô Heisho
Current Placement:
YSS Shiroyama

Physical Description
Taller by Neko standards standing at the maxed out height for her body style of 5'11“ Hinata has multicolored hair with the left side of her head being green, the other half blue, the hair falls roughly shoulder
length and usually seems a little disheveled like she had just taken a helmet oﬀ, though bottom bit of her
hair bouncing with small curls. Her eyes match her hair, just opposite sides with her right eye being
green, her left eye blue. She has normal white skin, and a seemingly permanent smirk on her face. Up
her left arm are tattoos that seem to name all the squads she had been in with large “X”'s through each
one. She has Cat ears with fur color matching whichever side of the hair they are on, and a tail colored
blue.
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Personality
Bold, abrasive, attacking, she always speaks her mind and speaks up when she feels like it. She tends to
make fun of people for whatever, sometimes giving them condescending nicknames and trying to ﬁnd
buttons to push and annoy people. Her abrasive personality has landed her in trouble at times, yet
somehow she seems reliable and dependable all at the same time. She tends to try and protect whoever
she can, if only to have someone to poke fun at later.

History
Born in YE-35, Hinata was seen as gifted even among her combat bred sisters with a knack for all things
combat. The larger body certainly helped as she was more or less fast tracked for oﬃcer candidacy
coming out of basic training, yet it never surfaced for the woman. Her personality started to get the
better of her, causing her to argue constantly, mouth oﬀ at times, and generally just be a pain in the ass.
But her superiors couldn't argue with her results in combat. As a result she was shipped oﬀ to the 22nd
legion around Nataria, where she served for a number of years. She had bad luck wherever she went as
usually she would wind up the only survivor of her squad. She was shuﬄed around, and the constantly
changing faces made it tougher and tougher to connect, driving her further into her terrible attitude. The
only reason she has ever really been promoted is because of the fact that regardless of her attitude, she
usually produced results even when she returned alone to extraction points. Eventually fed up with her,
she was shipped out of her squad and legion, and instead sent to “Squad XIII”

Skills Learned
Fighting
Hinata received hand-to-hand combat training, followed up with a rigorous training program. She is
skilled and experienced in combat both in Yamatai-like conditions and in zero-gravity, with and without
weapons. Weapons she is trained in include energy pistols, knives, and power armor. She has spent her
life on the battleﬁeld, picking up tricks here and there on top of her already excelling in combat to begin
with through her training. She tends to favor weaponry that has some sort of semi or fully automatic
setting, but knows her way around long ranged weaponry as well.

Communication
Hinata is familiar with basic radio operation and procedures and can make transmissions to and receive
transmissions from other characters through headsets, starships, power armor, and shuttles in both
combat and non-combat conditions. She is ﬂuent in English and Japanese. She can speak and write both
correctly and eﬃciently and can write reports, ﬁll forms, issue orders under ﬁre, etc.
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Technology Operations
Hinata is capable of operating any computer system that uses the Kessaku OS, found on all Star Army
starships. She is proﬁcient in entering and/or searching for information.

Mathematics
Hinata has received basic mathematics training, to including up to algebra and trigonometry.

Medical and Science
Being that she usually is in the ﬁeld and Medics aren't always nearby, or alive, Hinata has picked up
some ﬁrst aid training and basic ﬁeld medic skills, just to ﬁll in should the need arise. Sadly the need has
arisen many a time, and very few and far between has she actually been successful at keeping people up
and alive.

Survival And Military
Being forced quite often to make planet falls and ﬁght ground side, Hinata has found herself ﬁghting
more often then not in woods and forests, able to make her way to extraction points, and most
importantly survive in the woods, Hinata has found herself enjoying the woods when she was forced to
move and hide. She can also set up ambushes planet side and in space when given a chance after years
of being on battleﬁelds.

Social Connections
Kaito Hinata is connected to:

Inventory & Finance
Kaito Hinata has the following items:
Star Army Standard Issue Items
Star Army Riﬂe, Type 41
Deposit/Withdraw Reason
Total
+3,000 KS
Starting Money 3,000 KS
-65 KS
Plushes
2,935 KS
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Plushies
Hinata tends to show a tough exterior, but secretly she loves the adorable plush style imitations of
animals. Her favorite, a long-held over plush that was given to her by one of the engineers who had
overseen her tank, is a teddy bear named Mr.Binky. She tends to sleep with him at night, though she has
a number of other plushes.
Mr. Binky - A teddy bear given to her.
Mr. Spots (10KS) - A blue cheetah plush.
Mrs. Floof (10KS) - A bird plush.
Mrs. Dangernoodle (15KS) - A large snake plush.
Mrs. Legs (10KS) - A spider Plush
Mr. Horns (10KS) - A bull Plush.
Mr. Snips (10KS) - A coconut Crab plush.

OOC Information
The Kanji in her name is written as “介斗: The Most Supportive” for Kaito and “光暖: Ray of Warmth” for
Hinata.
In the case sageshooter becomes inactive:
Can this character be used as an NPC by a GM or FM? No
Can this character be adopted after I've been gone for a year? No
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